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 ▲           ▲ ▲ 

I still like the zeros with lines through them, only 10 more days until 20/02/2020 

============================================================================ 

Having been intrigued and fascinated by them years ago, I don't remember getting a good 

Committee explanation about if and how these playing card predecessors "work". 

 

Before asking questions, a brief description for the unfamiliar. (If you already know Tarot cards, 

skip straight to the Q&A). I asked a long time loyal reader and friend how playing card suits match 

the Tarot (TAH-row or does it rhyme with carrot?) and he confirmed this:  

 

    Tarot           Playing Cards 

             Swords                   Spades 

                Coins or Pentacles                             Diamonds 

               Wands / Staffs / Rods           Clubs 

                           Cups                     Hearts 

         78 cards, 22 Major 56 Minor              52, no upper section 

                            Page                                            Jack 

                           Knight  No equivalent card, thus 52 total, not 56 

 

For example, the Page of Swords is the Jack of Spades. Tarot cards have two sections, upper and 

lower called Major and Minor, both labeled "arcana" (arcane) because they've been around so 

long. Playing cards are the Minor Arcana, the knight sacked and artwork removed. The biggest 

differences are the Tarot symbolic scenes, art with key components and specific meanings. When 

drawn, positions and order both influence but don't completely change basic card meanings; 

playing cards are solely numeric; or are they?  

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, Tarot cards carry the image of use by gypsy fortune tellers at state 

fairs, but is that accurate? 

C: Yes, for a minority of reader interpreters. 

 

Q: Can we play poker with tarot cards? 

C: Yes.  

 

Q: Are specific clothes, training or mindsets required to read Tarot cards? 

C: No, and the cards can be read without clothing also, if preferred. 

 

Q: How did extraction of insights and predictions of the future become gambling and 

playing games? 

C: Numerical patterns and probabilities were more obvious in the minor arcana, which made 

betting on outcomes possible. This is less obvious with the major arcana. After games of chance 

began to prevail, the artwork and attendant meaning became less important, and the increased 



meaning of the suit caused by the absence or removal of pictures allowed new and different 

symbols. 

 

The largest reason for the change was the decrease in belief tarot cards were predictive and 

insightful, caused by religious pressure centuries ago.  

 

Q: Why are spreads or arrangements meaningful? 

C: Just as the outline for an essay is important; if three points of one paragraph each are 

intended, the outline will have one theme or idea for each paragraph. If ten rather than three, then 

more detail, nuance, background and prediction will be possible.  

 

Q: The cards are physical, but how do they end up in the "right" positions, repeatedly? In 

other words, how do cards keep popping up in patterns with similar, often eerily similar 

meanings? 

C: The absence of time and human Guardian Angels are what allow and control, 

respectively. As a person reading the cards begins to consider questions, then mix the cards, the 

one which best corresponds to the accurate answer is placed where the human will most easily 

indicate, draw or pull it from among the others. The human hand and fingers are likewise 

directed.  

 

Q: In other words, a force outside our bodies and beyond the tarot cards themselves 

arranges them and places our hand, finger, nose or whatever on the card needed? 

C: Yes.   

 

Q: How does the card get interpreted? 

C: The base meaning is already established, the suits have general meanings just as do air, 

water, fire and earth for zodiac signs. Clubs or wands mean tools, diamonds or pentacles material 

wealth, goods, assets and income, cups and hearts are human emotions. Swords or spades are 

weapons or offense, action and movement. 

 

The position in which a card is drawn or placed considers the previous card in a spread or 

arrangement and proceeds from that point or place with the meaning of the prior card as a 

foundation or basis. For this reason the spread, specifically its configuration and numbers of 

spots for cards, is best chosen along with the question or subject, before cards are drawn.  

 

The cards will be arranged and the mix, shuffle, choosing or drawing of them will be ordered to 

deliver the best answer. 

 

Q: Some card readers or interpreters seem to be better, in other words more accurate than 

others. Why? 

C: Their channeling receptivity. As cards are turned up or revealed, the specific message 

intended conveyed is telepathically sent to the reader to inform the person asking, the querent.  

 



Q: I like that last word but my spell-checker doesn't, it must not know tarot card procedure. 

Do other physical fortune telling methods work with a similar mechanism? 

C The exact same mechanism. 

 

Q: The upper or Major Arcana section was dropped because of gambling? 

C: Yes.  

 

Q: Will readings performed with playing cards match numerology interpretations? 

C: Yes, minor arcana and also major, both also, when the number of the card from one to 

twenty two is considered. 

 

Q: Is the attraction of tarot cards any different from the human desire to know thus control 

the future or at least pursue the positive, avoid the negative?  

C: No.  

 

Q: Why do repeated questions —the same thing asked several times, over and over— soon 

produce a random group of cards which seem to make no sense? 

C: Because the reader or querent disbelieves the message and thus her or his guides give up. 

The same effect as disbelief of channeling and messages from guardian angels or even their mere 

existence.  

 

Q: Using tarot cards or ouija boards do not invite in evil spirits or make the user more 

vulnerable? 

C: No, absolutely and categorically no. No harm can result from either or any divination 

technique.   

 

Q: If a reading suggests something the querent then decides to change, will a another 

reading after the change produce a different set of cards drawn or indicated? 

C: Of course. 

 

Q: Tarot cards are not random? 

C No, not if the querent asks a clear mental question, spoken or not, and s/he believes the 

cards will reveal relevant information. 

 

Q: If the cards are shuffled like playing cards, do they come up randomly? 

C: Yes, if no intents, beliefs or questions are present. 

 

Q: So playing cards are not random either.  

C: If the person using and examining them for meaning believes one corresponds to each 

card in advance, no. Playing cards will reveal a message precisely as do cards from the minor 

arcana.  

  

Q: How about gambling? The blackjack table? 



C: You can ask for a certain outcome and the cards drawn and given to you will be for that 

outcome. 

 

Q: So I can ask for blackjack? 

C: Yes, however only four times per deck and you will not receive a face card plus ace more 

times than the number of aces in the deck to begin. You will not know when, but you will be 

given them. Which cards the dealer and other players receive, plus the size of bet you make, will 

equally influence your winnings. You also cannot exclude the wishes of other players, whom you 

do not outvote, nor can they outvote you. Your guides do not manufacture cards for you to win. 

 

Q: But what about channeling the best deal to bet, asking for the best bet amount, both after 

asking our GAGs to give us a blackjack combination? 

C:  This undermines your purpose and reason for gambling. If it is approached as a game of 

probabilities for others, and you believe the same but prefer a technique, method or advantage 

for yourself the others do not have or cannot know, to improve your winnings, then you are not 

gambling, you are asking for GAG assistance to take undue advantage or cheat. The answer is, if 

you will accept or be pleased with what do are doing, when the same is done to you, proceed.   

 

Q: Can playing cards be used for a tarot card type interpretive or predictive meaning? 

C: Yes, without the 14 parts of the minor arcana but 13, loss of seven percent nuance and 

without the overriding guidance and indications the major tarot will add.   

 

Q: Numerology has 9 basic meanings for the single digit numerals. The Romans had no 

zero, and other civilizations' numbering system also did not. What's the difference between the 

twenty two major arcana meaning and the nine of numerology?  

C: The numerology meanings are more summarized yet offer more detail through 

subsequent numbers, much more than cards. An infinitely large number can always be reduced to 

a single digit. The expanding number is like a snowflake, no two are alike.   

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, thank you and I expect we might have some questions. Maybe a 

session on numerology? 

C Answer them gladly we shall.  

 

 


